Introduction to PRIME
WIDA developed PRIME as a tool to assist publishers and educators in analyzing their materials for the presence of key
components of the WIDA Standards Framework. PRIME stands for Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for
ELLs.
The PRIME correlation process identifies how the components of the 2012 Amplification of the English Language
Development Standards, Kindergarten through Grade 12, and the Spanish Language Development (SLD) Standards,
Kindergarten through Grade 12 are represented in instructional materials. These materials may include core and
supplemental texts, websites and software (e.g., apps, computer programs), and other ancillary materials. PRIME is not an
evaluative tool that judges the effectiveness of published materials.
Those who complete WIDA PRIME Correlator Trainings receive PRIME Correlator Certification. This may be renewed
annually. Contact WCEPS for pricing details at store@wceps.org or 877-272-5593.

New in This Edition
PRIME has been expanded to include
• Correlation to the WIDA Standards Framework
• Connections to English and Spanish Language Development Standards
• Relevance for both U.S. domestic and international audiences

Primary Purposes
•
•

To assist educators in making informed decisions about selecting instructional materials for language education
programs
To inform publishers and correlators on the various components of the WIDA Standards Framework and of their
applicability to the development of instructional materials

Primary Audience
•
•

Publishers and correlators responsible for ensuring their instructional materials address language development as
defined by the WIDA English and Spanish Language Development Standards
District administrators, instructional coaches, and teacher educators responsible for selecting instructional
materials inclusive of or targeted to language learners

At WIDA, we have a unique perspective on how to conceptualize and use language development standards. We welcome
the opportunity to work with both publishers and educators. We hope that in using this inventory, publishers and
educators will gain a keener insight into the facets involved in the language development of language learners, both in the
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U.S. and internationally, as they pertain to products.

Overview of the PRIME Process
PRIME has two parts. In Part 1, you complete an inventory of the materials being reviewed, including information about
the publisher, the materials’ intended purpose, and the intended audience.
In Part 2, you answer a series of yes/no questions about the presence of the criteria in the materials. You also provide
justification to support your “yes” responses. If additional explanations for “No” answers are relevant to readers’
understanding of the materials, you may also include that in your justification. Part 2 is divided into four steps which
correspond to each of the four elements being inventoried; see the following table.

PRIME at a Glance
Standards Framework Elements Included in the PRIME Inventory
1. Asset-based Philosophy
A. Representation of Student Assets and Contributions
2. Academic Language
A. Discourse Dimension
B. Sentence Dimension
C. Word/Phrase Dimension
3. Performance Definitions
A. Representations of Levels of Language Proficiency
B. Representations of Language Domains
4. Strands of Model Performance Indicators and the Standards Matrices
A. Connection to State Content Standards and WIDA Language Development Standards
B. Cognitive Challenge for All Learners at All Levels of Language Proficiency
C. Supports for Various Levels of Language Proficiency
D. Accessibility to Grade Level Content
E. Strands of Model Performance Indicators
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PRIME Part 1: Provide Information about Materials
Provide information about each title being correlated.

Publication Title(s): Pathways Second Edition
Publisher: National Geographic Learning and Cengage
Materials/Program to be Reviewed: Student Edition and Teacher’s Guide
Tools of Instruction included in this review: Student and Teacher's Editions with examples taken from Levels 1 & 2
Intended Teacher Audiences: Curriculum Advisors, Classroom Teachers, Content Specialists, Language Teachers,
Resource Teachers, and Paraprofessionals
Intended Student Audiences: Grades 7-12 and Adult Learners
Language domains addressed in material: Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing
Check which set of standards will be used in this correlation:
☐ WIDA Spanish Language Development Standards
☒ WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards
WIDA Language Development Standards addressed: (e.g. Language of Mathematics).
WIDA Language Proficiency Levels included: High-beginning, Low-intermediate (US), Intermediate, Highintermediate, Advanced, A1, A2, B1, B2, C1
Most Recently Published Edition or Website: http://ngl.cengage.com/sites/pathways/home
In the space below explain the focus or intended use of the materials:
Pathways, Second Edition, is a global, five-level academic English program. Carefully-guided lessons develop the
language skills, critical thinking, and learning strategies required for academic success. Using authentic and relevant
content from National Geographic, including video, charts, and other infographics, Pathways prepares students to work
effectively and confidently in an academic environment.
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PRIME Part 2: Correlate Your Materials
1. Asset-Based Philosophy
A. Representation of Student Assets and Contributions
The WIDA Standards Framework is grounded in an asset-based view of students and the resources
and experiences they bring to the classroom, which is the basis for WIDA’s Can Do Philosophy.
1) Are the student assets and contributions
considered in the materials?

Yes

No

2) Are the student assets and contributions
systematically considered throughout the
materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Pathways is learner-centered program that considers student assets and contributions by presenting content
that encourages student interaction and including activities that require personal connections. Units are thematic
and content considers student prior knowledge, ties content to self, and explores cultural perspectives. For
example, Pathways presents a Personalizing feature that focuses on connecting content to personal experiences.
See example from Level 2, Unit 2 Listening, Speaking and Critical Thinking (LS/CT) Student Edition (SE):

Preceding unit content, focus lessons activate prior knowledge building background knowledge. Listening and
reading content serves as a vehicle for exploring the theme, and includes a social focus that brings students closer
to examining issues relevant to their lives. Content reflects various cultures, backgrounds, and ethnic groups giving
a multitude of opportunities for students to connect to content as well as share connections. In addition, units end
with activities that tie together content and give opportunity for students to express their opinions in speaking and
writing activities. View representative examples from LS/CT:
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Background Knowledge Discussions begin each unit. Example from Level 1 LS/CT SE:

End of unit activity from the SE and Teacher’s Guide (TG):

2) Pathways presents systematic routines in every lesson and throughout every level that allow opportunities for students to
connect content to self and contribute their experiences and opinions in the classroom. These routines act to engage
students using guided questioning, cooperative learning activities, and discussions that encourage personal sharing and
opinions. In addition, Pathways SE and TG incorporates student personal experiences in a range of activities including writing
extensions that connect domain instruction to student experiences, exploring connections to the workplace, and activities
that incorporate the student’s life outside of school.
LS/CT Level 1, Unit 1: TG and SE LS/CT
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Examples from Level 2 Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking (RW/CT) SE:
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2. Academic Language
WIDA believes that developing language entails much more than learning words. WIDA organizes academic
language into three dimensions: discourse, sentence, and word/phrase dimensions situated in sociocultural
contexts. Instructional material developers are encouraged to think of how the design of the materials can
reflect academic language as multi-dimensional.

A. Discourse Dimension (e.g., amount, structure, density, organization, cohesion,
variety of speech/written text)
1) Do the materials address language features at the
discourse dimension in a consistent manner for all
identified proficiency levels?

Yes

No

2) Are the language features at the discourse
dimension addressed systematically throughout
the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for this
section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Pathways addresses language features at the discourse level throughout both the reading & writing and listening &
speaking strands of the program. The Listening, Speaking and Critical Thinking texts are focused on developing listening and
speaking skills though consistent discourse in whole, small, and peer groups. Example exercises include discussing a visual or
asking peers personal questions (related to the topic) in a group setting. In both strands, units begin with activities that
promote a high amount of discourse as students are introduced to the unit theme and topics. Engaging content from National
Geographic images, stories, and videos of real people and places provide the social and cultural context for discussing, sharing,
and participating in engaging interactions. Communication skills are taught throughout each unit in activities that include
cooperative learning and classroom participation. For example, students are encouraged to share and discuss their work after
completion of a written activity. The Pathways program uses embedded scaffolds, differentiated instruction features in the TG
to make language activities accessible to all targeted learners. Embedded supports include language starters that assist
conversations and discussions, graphic organizers, and differentiation for students working below and above level.
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2) Opportunities for students to practice and apply spoken and written discourse are presented systematically in every section
of the units. Units begin with discussions about the theme, cooperative activities are presented in each lesson, and end of unit
projects always include wither a presentation or discussion. View examples of leveled discourse centered activities that are
representative of lessons found throughout Pathways :
Level 1, Unit 1 LS/CT
TG
SE

Level 2, Unit 1 LS/CT SE:
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B. Sentence Dimension (e.g., types, variety of grammatical structures, formulaic and
idiomatic expressions; conventions)
1) Do the materials address language features at the
sentence dimension for all of the identified
proficiency levels?

Yes

No

2) Are the language features at the sentence dimension

Yes

No
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appropriate for the identified proficiency levels?
3) Are the language features at the sentence dimension
addressed systematically throughout the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for this
section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Pathways address sentence level language features in every unit, and presents opportunities for students to practice and
apply grammar and conventions, pronunciation, fluency, and language forms in a range of speech and writing activities in each
unit. In the Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking text, integrated grammar practice and writing skill development provide
scaffolding for the writing assignment. In the Listening, Speaking, and Critical Thinking text, succinct grammar lessons provide
students a single language structure on which to concentrate . The grammar points lend themselves to discussion of the unit
theme and are recycled throughout the unit. Students develop presentations and work on skills like speaking slowly, showing
enthusiasm, posture, pausing to check for understanding, and organizing a group presentation.
2) Language features at the sentence level are leveled and appropriate for the targeted proficiency level. In each text, grammar
and language functions are directly related to the speaking/writing lessons in the unit, giving students multiple chances to
apply new skills. Supports like language starters, guided questioning, modeling, outlines, graphic organizers, and graphics
support all lessons. Throughout the TG, instructional boxes labeled Ideas for... help teachers to adjust instruction to the needs
of the classroom. Ideas for... boxes include Ideas for Presenting Grammar, Ideas for Checking Comprehension, Ideas for
Expansion, and Ideas for Multi-level Classes. View examples from Level 2, Unit 1 LS/CT TG:

3) The Pathways program is structured around systematic routines that present opportunities for learners to practice sentence
level language in each lesson, and grammar throughout the unit. See the following representative examples of sentence level
practice and grammar instruction:
Level 2, Unit 1 LS/CT SE:
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Level 2, Unit 1, RW/CT SE:
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C. Word/Phrase Dimension (multiple meanings of words, general, specific, and
technical language1)
1) Do the materials address language features at the
Yes No
word/phrase dimension in a consistent manner for
all identified proficiency levels?
2) Are words, expressions, and phrases represented in
context?

Yes

No

3) Is the general, specific, and technical language
appropriate for the targeted proficiency levels?

Yes

No

4) Is the general, specific, and technical2 language

Yes

No

2

General language refers to words or expressions not typically associated with a specific content areas (e.g., describe a book).
Specific language refers to words or expressions used across multiple academic content areas in school (chart, total, individual).
Technical language refers to the most precise words or expressions associated with topics within academic content areas in school
and is reflective of age and developmental milestones.
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systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for this
section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Each level in Pathways presents word/phrase dimension instruction, practice, and application in a consistent manner for the
targeted proficiency level. Key academic and high-frequency vocabulary are introduced, practiced, and expanded upon
throughout the lessons in each unit. Each unit has a set of vocabulary objectives that always includes understanding meaning
from context and other specific goals like using new vocabulary to discuss unit content, paraphrase statements, label graphics,
or explore everyday contexts. Vocabulary objectives for each unit include word study skills like understanding multiple meaning
words or using a dictionary are found in the Scope and Sequence in the introductory pages of the Student Editions. Pathways
presents supports throughout the units to scaffold vocabulary development for all levels of learners. Before reading, listening,
or viewing new content, students are introduced to key vocabulary in context and with supports. Within the reading passages,
words are highlighted and defined at the bottom of each page. Vocabulary practice includes cooperative learning, such as using
the terms in conversations or sharing written sentences with a partner. In addition, the TG provides further activities to assist
understanding in the classroom in the feature Ideas for…Presenting the Vocabulary Skill and Multi-level Classrooms.
See example from the LS/CT Level 1, Unit 1 TG:

2) Words, expressions, and phrases are consistently presented and practiced in context in a consistent vocabulary routine
found in each level of Pathways. Prior to each listening, reading, or video lesson, key vocabulary central to the understanding of
the selection is taught in context using visual supports. They are practiced in speaking and writing activities that use the word in
phrases and sentences in the context of unit content. See example:
Level 1, Unit 1 LS/CT TG and SE:

Level 2, Unit 1 RW/CT SE:
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3) General, specific, and technical language is appropriate for the targeted ELP levels. Content based or technical vocabulary
are specific to the non-fiction topic and unit content, and nit connects to an academic subject like sociology, technology,
environmental science, health, or psychology. See examples from Level 2 RW/CT:

Specific language and academic vocabulary like "predict," "emphasize," and "clarify," are taught, practiced, reviewed, and used
throughout the instructional language and language domain centered lessons. Basic/general vocabulary is practiced in
language development and cooperative learning lessons. All vocabulary instruction is made accessible to learners by presenting
it in daily routines and lessons that utilize supports like graphic organizers, cooperative activities, differentiated instruction,
interactive games, and discussions. View examples from Level 2, Unit 2 RW/CT SE:

4) General, specific, and technical vocabulary is presented systematically in each unit of the Pathways program. General
language is practiced in the frequent discourse activities included in each lesson. Specific and technical language is presented
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in the same manner in both the Reading and Writing and Listening and Speaking strands. Each reading or listening passage
introduces 8-10 vocabulary terms. They are introduced in the pre-reading or listening sections, and focus on developing
students’ ability to use contextual supports to determine meaning. Within the readings, terms are highlighted and define onpage. Terms are then reinforced and recycled through the unit in speaking, listening, and writing activities. Additionally, word
study and skills are addressed throughout the unit and include skills like using a dictionary, understanding multiple meaning
words, affixes, and word families.

3. Performance Definitions
The WIDA Performance Definitions define the WIDA levels of language proficiency in terms of the
three dimensions of academic language described above (discourse, sentence, word/phrase) and
across six levels of language development.
A.Representation of Levels of Language Proficiency
1) Do the materials differentiate between the
language proficiency levels?

Yes

No

2) Is differentiation of language proficiency
developmentally and linguistically appropriate for
the designated language levels?

Yes

No

3) Is differentiation of language systematically
addressed throughout the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Pathways is a leveled ELL program that includes a foundational level and is leveled using the Common European
Framework; high beginning, low-intermediate, intermediate, high-intermediate, and advanced. The program is
split into Listening & Speaking and Reading & Writing strands and both focus on building critical thinking skills.
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Content in each level, including all vocabulary, readings, and media, are appropriate for students working in that
proficiency level. The program is designed to include supportive instructional practices like consistent routines and
structure, background knowledge activities, cooperative learning activities, and an emphasis on developing visual
literacy. In addition, the Teacher's Guide includes differentiated instruction in the feature boxes titled Ideas for...
These include Ideas for... multi-level classes, checking comprehension, lesson expansion, and further research. The
Ideas for Multi-level Classes provide helpful techniques to use in a classroom with a multi-level range of students.
2) Differentiation of language is developmentally and linguistically appropriate for the targeted language levels in
each level. Scaffolds designed to assist students in activities that use new language are included in each lesson.
Example supports include graphic organizers, cooperative learning activities, language frames, step by step
instructions, photographs, illustrations, graphics, note taking guides, audio support and scripts, video, connections
to self/culture, and real-world content.
3) The five levels in each Pathways strand are appropriate for the targeted language level/s. Supports to assist
differentiation are located throughout the TG, and scaffolds to support instruction are embedded into each lesson
in the SE. Please view the following representative examples of differentiation and supports found in all levels of
Pathways.
Level 1, Unit 1: LS/CT TG Differentiation Examples
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Level 1, Unit 1: LS/CT SE Example Supports
Lessons are guided and use graphic organizers.

Lessons connect self to content and provide language frames for discussions.

Each lesson has abundant opportunities for learners to work cooperatively.
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B. Representation of Language Domains
WIDA defines language through expressive (speaking and writing) and receptive (reading and
listening) domains situated in various sociocultural contexts.
1) Are the language domains (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) targeted in the materials?

Yes

No

2) Are the targeted language domains presented
within the context of language proficiency levels?

Yes

No

3) Are the targeted language domains systematically
integrated throughout the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) The Pathways program is separated into two strands- Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking and Listening,
Speaking, and Critical Thinking. The separation of the domains allows a targeted focus on skills related specifically
to reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Both strands include practice using all domains by including readings,
audio, classroom participation and collaboration, critical thinking writing/speaking activities, and the integration of
technology. In addition, Pathways expressly teaches visual literacy by including National Geographic video, images,
and graphic supports in each unit. The videos explored in the middle of each unit include audio scripts and provide
an engaging visual experience that expands student knowledge of the theme and offers a new context in which to
expand vocabulary, think critically, write, and discuss. View the partial Scope and Sequence in both strands to view
the comprehensive and systematic presentation of reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills in each unit.
LS/CT Level 2:

RW/CT Level 2:
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2) Pathways is a proficiency leveled program, leveled according to the European Common Framework standards. In
each level, domain practice is appropriate for the targeted proficiency levels and is supported with a variety of
educational scaffolds. These scaffolds include cooperative learning and graphic, sensory, and interactive supports.
The TG extends and differentiates lessons so that teachers can respond to the needs of the classroom. View
examples of supports in the TG, Unit 1 TG, LS/CT text, that are representative of supports used throughout the
program:
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3) Each unit presents domain instruction in the same systematic pattern. In the RW/CT SE texts, units include preunit features that introduce the theme, three major lessons, a video lesson, and a unit quiz. Lesson A presents
vocabulary practice and a single text related to the theme. Each reading passage is supported with an audio
program. A viewing lesson is placed between Lessons A and B to bridge content, teach visual literacy, and expand
thematic content. Lesson B's reading passage presents a further aspect of the unit theme, using a variety of text
types and graphic formats (pp. 50-54). The Lesson C goal is for learners to relate their own views and experience to
an extended writing assignment. Students use the entire writing process to complete the assignment. View
examples from Unit 3:

The structure of the LS/CT SE text consists of pre-unit features that introduce the theme, Lessons A, A-B, B, and an
end-of-unit feature called Engage. Both Lessons A and B build and use vocabulary, develop listening/speaking skills,
and explore spoken language using a range of grammatical focuses and presentation skills. In Lesson A-B, students
view a National Geographic video and complete activities before, during, and after viewing that include discussion,
critical thinking, and self-reflection. The end-of-unit Engage feature is a more intensive assignment, such as giving a
group presentation, presenting a research proposal, or creating a TV commercial. View examples from Unit 3:
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4. The Strands of Model Performance Indicators and the
Standards Matrices
The Strands of Model Performance Indicators (MPIs) provide sample representations of how
language is processed or produced within particular disciplines and learning contexts. WIDA has five
language development standards representing language in the following areas: Social and
Instructional Language, The Language of Language Arts, The Language of Mathematics, The
Language of Science, The Language of Social Studies as well as complementary strands including The
Language of Music and Performing Arts, The Language of Humanities, The Language of Visual Arts.
The Standards Matrices are organized by standard, grade level, and domain (Listening, Speaking,
Reading, and Writing). The standards matrices make an explicit connection to state academic
content standards and include an example for language use. Each MPI includes a uniform cognitive
function (adopted from Bloom’s taxonomy) which represents how educators can maintain the
cognitive demand of an activity while differentiating for language. Each MPI provides examples of
what students can reasonably be expected to do with language using various supports.
A. Connection to State Content Standards and WIDA Language Development
Standards
1) Do the materials connect the language
development standards to the state academic
content standards?

Yes

No

2) Are the academic content standards
systematically represented throughout the
materials?

Yes

No

3) Are social and instructional language and one or
more of the remaining WIDA Standards present in
the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) The Pathways program includes a wide range of high-interest topics from National Geographic and
academic content found in state and national standards, and uses the Common European Framework to level
content. The Common Core State Standards emphasize student comprehension of nonfiction texts and all
readings in Pathways are nonfiction. Units are thematic and include topics from academic areas like science,
social studies, health, business, economics, sociology, anthropology, psychology, technology, medicine, and
archeology. In both strands, unit instruction includes vocabulary, writing, reading, fluency, grammar, viewing,
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and listening/speaking activities. Skills like reading/listening strategies, using language functions, cooperative
learning, critical thinking, and visual literacy are presented and practiced in each unit. In the Reading, Writing,
and Critical Thinking text, students read and analyze nonfiction texts, view a video related to the topic, and
complete a writing assignment using the entire writing process from drafting to publishing. The Listening,
Speaking, and Critical Thinking texts also provide nonfiction texts for students to listen to and read, view a
video related to the topic, practice a range of speaking and presentation activities, and complete a final
intensive listening/speaking project. To view a list of correlations to the Common Core, local, state, and
national standards visit elt.heinle.com/pathways.
2) Topics are made accessible to students of all targeted levels through the use of embedded instructional
scaffolds and extra assistance in the TG. The unit themes focus on academic content relevant to students' lives.
Topics are introduced with a two page visual, descriptions, and exploratory questions to build student interest.
Throughout the unit, students are provided with sensory, graphic, and interactive supports like cooperative
learning. In addition, the TG includes ideas for expansion of content and basic techniques to use in multi-level
and multi-ability classes.

3) Topics are presented in a systematic fashion throughout the Pathways units. View the Scope and Sequence
in the Listening, Speaking, and Critical Thinking text to see the range of content and topics presented
throughout the units.

4) Social and Instructional language and the language of Language Arts, Mathematics, Science, and Social
Studies are integrated into each level. Each Pathway unit focuses on a theme related to science and
technology, nature, history, geography, and popular culture- labeled Academic Track (See Example in Section 3)
in the Scope and Sequence. Example National Geographic content includes topics like medicine, psychology,
architecture, and technological innovations from cultures across the globe. Students learn content-related
skills like interpreting maps and diagrams that show scientific processes. Units contain one viewing lesson, with
a primary source video that expands student knowledge of content. The language of Mathematics is taught
through skills like reading and describing graphs. The nonfiction texts, videos, and audio content are
surrounded with language arts skill activities, such as understanding text features, using reading strategies,
and grammar instruction. View a representative example from LS/CT Unit 2 of social and instructional language
and the language of science:
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B. Cognitive Challenge for All Learners at All Levels of Language Proficiency
1) Do materials present an opportunity for language
learners to engage in various cognitive functions
(higher order thinking skills from Bloom’s
taxonomy) regardless of their language level?

Yes

No

2) Are opportunities for engaging in higher order
thinking systematically addressed in the
materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for this
section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) The Pathways program specifically targets and integrates critical thinking lessons into each lesson that encourage students to
apply higher-order thinking skills to the presented topics. Units include a list of critical thinking objectives found in the Scope and
Sequence in the preliminary pages of the Student Edition. View example for Units 1-3 in the RW/CT SE of Level 2:
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View the Scope and Sequence from LS/CT Level 1. All levels include critical thinking as a focus skill.

Students apply higher-thinking skills throughout the unit as they read passages and video scripts and practice critical listening
skills. The critical thinking activities are labeled as Critical Thinking, and subtitled with the higher order skill the activity practices.
View and example from Level 2, Unit 1 RW/CT SE:

Pathways also includes opportunities for students to synthesize information by making connections between different parts of
the unit. For example, learners use their critical thinking skills to relate video content to information in the previous reading in
the feature After Viewing. In the RW/CT texts, guided pre-reading tasks and strategy tips encourage learners to think critically
about what they are going to read. Teachers can accommodate all levels of learners by using the Ideas for... boxes that expand
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the critical thinking activities or give options for the multi-level classroom. View examples from 2 levels:
Level 1 LS/CT:

2) Pathways systematically integrates critical thinking activities into each lesson of the unit. In the Reading, Writing, and Critical
thinking texts, each Lesson A includes a Critical Thinking Focus Box that explains the skill and often models the thinking process
required by the skill through a series of questions. Between Lessons A and B, students view a video and answer critical thinking
questions in the feature After Viewing. Lesson B includes another critical thinking activity that often synthesizes information
from the entire unit. Please see the following examples of the systematic presentation of critical thinking activities in LS/CT Level
2, Unit 2:
RW/CT SE:

LS/CT SE:
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C. Supports for Various Levels of Language Proficiency
1) Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for
students to advance within a proficiency level?

Yes

No

2) Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for
students to progress from one proficiency level to
the next?

Yes

No

3) Are scaffolding supports presented systematically
throughout the materials?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for this
section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Each level in Pathways provides scaffolding supports for students to advance within a proficiency level. A guided process
approach to writing develops learners' confidence in planning, drafting, revising, and editing their written work. Integrated
grammar practice and writing skill development provides scaffolding for the writing assignment. In listening lessons, skills like
note-taking use a scaffolded approach to building the skill. Students begin by listening for specific information to fill in the
blanks. Later, they complete partial notes and practice independent note-taking. Speaking activities are designed with a
scaffolding approach and progress from controlled activities to guided and free activities. Pathways incorporates an
assortment of multi-sensory learning supports into each reading, speaking, listening, and writing lesson. Typical supports
found in Pathways include visuals and graphics, peer learning, hands-on learning, dramatic activities, reading strategies,
comprehension checks, text structure instruction, fluency routines and on-page differentiation that make content accessible
to the targeted ELL level. Lessons use visual supports like illustrations, captions, labels, and graphic organizers to aid
comprehension. Academic vocabulary is presented in context and practiced in speaking, writing, and critical thinking activities.
Terms are highlighted within the text and defined on-page to keep students moving through the reading. Scripts for audio and
video are provided so students can follow along while listening and viewing. In addition, program resources include an online
workbook and presentation software.
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2) The scaffolding supports described in Part A help students progress from one proficiency level to the next. Pathways
provides frequent and systematic assessments for teachers to monitor progress through levels. Students are first tested and
placed into the appropriate level of Pathways. End-of-unit assessments, writing assignments, and presentations give multiple
formal opportunities in each unit for teachers to judge student advancement through the program and proficiency levels.
3) Scaffolding supports are presented systematically throughout each unit. Please view examples of scaffolds found
throughout a typical unit in Pathways:
Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking SE:
Graphic Supports:

Cooperative Learning:

Multi-Sensory Supports:

Listening, Speaking, and Critical Thinking SE:
Graphic Supports:
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Multi-Sensory Supports:

Cooperative Learning:

D. Accessibility to Grade Level Content
1) Is linguistically and developmentally appropriate
grade-level content present in the materials?

Yes

No

2) Is grade-level content accessible for the targeted
levels of language proficiency?

Yes

No

3) Is the grade-level content systematically

Yes

No
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presented throughout the materials?

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) Pathways content is linguistically and developmentally appropriate for middle and high school students. The
program presents high-interest, grade-level, nonfiction content from real National Geographic publications.
Content includes fascinating stories about real people in places around the world and issues that affect
everyone, making Pathways appealing to a wide range of learners. Example content from Pathways Level 1
includes mobile "tent schools" in Mongolia; cave divers discovering new, unexplored Blue Holes in the
Bahamas; and a story about a Brazilian artist who creates art from trash. Unit topics correspond to academic
subject areas and the unit theme. For example, Unit 1 is content connection is Health Science and the unit
theme is Happiness in the RW/CT. Students learn about factors that contribute to happiness and explore
research on six keys to happiness. The content provides a context for target vocabulary, which inspires subject
matter for discussions, written exercises, and oral presentations. Skills, such as vocabulary comprehension,
grammar, reading strategies, fluency, the writing process, listening/speaking skills, critical thinking, and visual
literacy, are practiced in context with the content. Content is extended in each unit with video lessons that
explicitly teach visual literacy. They are National Geographic video and serve as a content bridge between
Lessons A and B. View grade level correlations to the Common Core, local, state, and national standards visit
elt.heinle.com/pathways.
2) Pathways presents grade-level content accessible for the targeted levels of language proficiency. Reading,
listening, speaking, and writing tasks are supported with appropriate instructional scaffolds, visual supports,
and multi-sensory practice activities to make content accessible to all targeted proficiency levels. The unit
videos for each unit are adapted for English Language Learners. In addition, teaching resources like the
Presentation Tool software and the Online Workbook provide visual and interactive support in the classroom.
3) Grade-level appropriate content is presented in a structured systematic manner, which allows students to
build progressive skills. See the Scope and Sequence in the introductory pages of each text to substantiate the
careful organization of content in the program.
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See listening, speaking, reading, and writing examples from Unit 1:
Reading, Writing, and Critical Thinking Student Edition:
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Listening, Speaking, and Critical Thinking Student Edition:

E. Strands of Model Performance Indicators
1) Do materials include a range of language
functions?

Yes

No

2) Are the language functions incorporated into a
communicative goal or activity?

Yes

No
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3) Do the language functions support the
progression of language development?

Yes

No

Justification: Provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.
1) The Pathways program presents a range of language functions like analyze, synthesize, discuss,
reflect, summarize, explain, predict, sequence, justify, plan, share, explore, present, report, and
compare throughout the instructional language in all levels. Example activities using language
functions include ‘discuss these questions,’ ‘report your findings,’ or ‘plan your presentation.’
Comprehension activities are often titled using language functions like Explore the Theme or Think
and Discuss. In addition, vocabulary often contain academic terms that include language functions like
cause and process and used in the lesson objectives.
2) The language functions used within Pathways are attached to the skill and practice activities, and
all activities are incorporated into the lessons and thematic units. The TG is organized using language
functions, with titles like Explore, Discuss, and Practice. Lesson objectives use language functions
(e.g., Express Ideas and Opinions) and are practiced and assessed in each lesson.
3) The progression of language development is supported comprehensively by language functions
throughout each Pathways level. View representative examples of the types of language functions
that are presented throughout each level:
Unit 1 Listening/Speaking:

Unit 1 Reading/Writing:
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